
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Day of the Dead 

 

Now I will tell you about what the people do in the days 
that are to follow. All of this week the people run to 
Tlacolula to buy what they will give to the dead people in 
the next week that is coming. All the people are hurrying in 
those days to get the things together (ahead of time) so 
they can worship the dead people. They believe that all the 
departed dead people will come during these days. 
Tonight many people begin killing their turkeys and doing 
many things. All the people work 15 days getting things 
together; buying fruit, bread and all of this they buy to put 
on the altar. Tomorrow afternoon o tomorrow morning they 
will prepare their altar in order that when the first day 
arrives it is all ready. Their altar is waiting to arrival of the 
angels like they believe.(dead children) 
They have the belief that tomorrow in the middle of the day 
the angels (dead children) arrive. When the bells of the 
church begin to sound, all the people light firecrackers.  
Then they put chocolate and bread on the altar so that their 
angels, children and sons who have died can eat. Like this 
is their belief and when arrives the next day in the middle 
then the angels will leave. 
Then the dead people will arrive. Then all the dead people arrive, like this they say. 
Then when arrives the hour they do just like when the angels arrived. Then they send off the firecrackers. 
Then they are set to have a really big fiesta. Then they really make a big fiesta for the dead people, a day 
greater than the fiesta for the angels. Then they put mole and everything they have in the house, they put 
on the altar for the dead people to eat. 
Then they go to worship the dead people at the houses of their families. They go to all the houses of their 
parents and their compadres that are nearby. They go to adore the dead people and they take food for them 
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to eat. When they arrive there, they leave it. Then they recieve food from them. These people give them food 
to take to their house. They take that food and go with it to their house. 
They change the food and the people hurry, for the night is coming when the dead people gather to drink in 
the house of their families. They go drink with their dead people of their families; all of them do this. And 
before the dead people arrive, like 15 days before they arrive; there is a fiesta. Well then visitors come from 
the other side of Oaxaca. 
 Who knows from where they come. They come selling their baskets, colored ones, and straw mats and the 
people buy them and they guard the things of the dead people in there. Many people are coming, the visitors 
are working, helping because the days have arrived when they come. Then the town authorities force us to 
get the auxiliary police to guard the way, the way in front of the Y, the police guard on the level ground. 
Then the auxiliar police walk the center and the streets of this town to guard them. This is a custom that 
they have had for a long time. Now in these days they continue with that custom and the auxiliar police 
walk (patrol). They go above and below, they go all over and one part stays in the middle of town. Then the 
auxiliar police go the mountain and sit by the cross above or who knows or to Corral del Cerro at the foot 
of the mountain. 
 They are guarding for the people who are coming to complete the mission for their dead people in this 
town. This is one old custom that the old people left through the years and now it has not passed, they still 
walk in it. Like this do the people in the days here. Almost this whole week many people sit in the market. 
They buy fruit and they buy bread of this town. 
There are many people who make bread in this town. People come from San John del Río and people of San 
Pedro Guiatoni and people from this mountain.They come buying fruit and bread to take it back to their 
town. Therefore, in this week, many people come to the market where there are many people. All the old 
people believe that the dead people return. 
There are young men now who they do not believe that the dead people return. They go with this custom. 
They make the fiesta but they do not believe the dead people eat the food for they themselves eat the 
bread but they make the fiesta. They set and make it to their saints. They make it even though they know 
that it is true that the dead people do not come back. But they are content to do it because there is what 
they will eat, they will eat well during those days 
Therefore they do it because if they do not do it, all of their house will be sad that they did not make the 
fiesta and all the people are making the fiesta. Therefore they make it with them because there are more 
who believe that the dead people return than those who do not believe. The old people very much believe 
about the dead people. 
Therefore in this last month the mothers said that those making the fiesta is not true about the custom 
that the people have about the dead people coming back. Then several of the women became angrey and 
they said these are lying words. It is true that the dead people come back they said. But the most angery 
ones were the women who sold bread. If the people did not any more believe that the dead people come 
back how would they sell bread for all saints. 
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